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In Heaven (Unprotected Edit)
Tuning 440Hz

BPM 62.3163ish

Number Of Stems 138

Number of Humans 1

Microphones Used Shure SM -58

Instruments Arturia Keylab Essential, Walden Acoustic 
Guitar.

Other Gadgets & Plugins Waves

Artist, Recording Engineer, Mixing Engineer, 
Producer, Composer, Arranger, Director, Lyricist

Pratyush Upadhyay

Bass Guitar, Drums, Fx, Keys, Guitars, Vocals, 
Backing Vocals, Orchestration, Programming, 
Sound Designing.

Pratyush Upadhyay

DAW Logic Pro X for Recording, Editing, Composing & 
Arranging. 

Pro Tools for Mixing.

Mastering Engineer 

Genre R&B Soul

Version Unprotected Edit

Sponsors Dr. Ranjana Upadhyay, Dr. Balram Upadhyay, 
Ayush Upadhyay.
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What? Why? & How? 

Anamorph 3

This idea came to light at my 
studio in Pune with the simple yet 
groovy strumming. Just the intro 
part. I immediately recorded it on 
my iPhone and jammed over it. 
Wrote the verse which I kept 
playing for some days and had a 
clear thought that I have to make 
it someday.   

A year later, during the lockdown 
I was learning music theory from 
YouTube and I came across this 
video from Signals Music Studio’s 
Jake Lissio. It was a blues guitar 
lesson and how to utilize that 
knowledge into actually making 
music. I learned about how to 
add spice to your music with the 
harmonic minor scale. There I 
had it. I knew I wanted some 
spiciness in the Chorus. Bam. I 
wrote the lyrics for the chorus. But my mood was different from when I first 
wrote the lyrics. So there’s a sort of disconnection between the two and the 
chorus also doesn’t make much sense but I went forward this. I immediately 
started an Ableton project, tapped the tempo and recorded a couple of takes. 
Then I added drums over it. It was groovy but the song had lost the 
‘humanization’ element. It didn’t sound ‘flowy’. It was too on time every time. So 
I decided to first change the DAW. I was more familiar with the elements that 
this production needed, in Logic Pro X. Saved it. Opened a new project on 
Logic. Tapped the tempo. Recorded the guitars. Programmed the drums. 
Increased the humanization setting for midi drums.
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Anamorph 4

Eh~ . Lifeless still. Even the drums weren’t in sync with the guitar. What do I 
do? I loved the version which I was playing without the Mac. Without the 
interface. Without you. So I decided to be the metronome. I started recording 
the guitar. And I was so happy with the take halfway through the recording 
that I actually had to tone it down a bit. I did a couple of other takes and what 
we have now is a one take recording. Uncomped. I performed midi drums 

over it using the Arturia Keylab Essential. 
First recorded the bass from midi. Then I 
borrowed a Bass Guitar from Villy 
Michael. Kept it for the night. Recorded 
bass lines with it. Gave it back to him the 
other day. By the way, this was the first 
time that I had ever ever played Bass for 
more than 7 minutes. My finger bones 
were protesting for ‘No more Bass’ by the 
end of it. I slept over it. Woke up the next 
day and recorded the guitar licks. I never 
ever had so much fun recording ever in 
my life. By this time I had decided to 
make it ‘orchestral’. So I researched about 
orchestral instruments, their range, their 
arrangement, their tonal characteristics & 
how to orchestrate . The ideas kept 
flowing for another 8 months and this is 
what we have now.  

Well this was the HOW? part. I thought it was ready to be released. So I 
decided to contact my Audio Engineering institute’s faculty and mastering 
engineer for review. He called the music that I created weird and refused to 
master the mixed files. It was absolutely disheartening as I very much looked 
up to this person and expected to be praised. Some technical issues that he 
pointed out stood correct however some of his inferences made me question 
his abilities as a reputed audio engineer. Anyways, I spoke to Mr. Shatarchi 
Hundet. A very creative, learned and experienced engineer too. He too 
thought that the mix’s were below average. He even came to the studio and 
showed me what was missing in my sessions. After a couple of sessions, I 
decided to re-record the entire song but at A=432Hz. And to also involve 
other musicians in it. 
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Anamorph 5

This time I decided to record it at studio quality. I experimented with multiple 
micing setups. Multiple guitars. Multiple amps. Multiple effect pedals. And 
newer production techniques. This again was recorded without a metronome. 
I gave a single take recording of the entire acoustic guitar which acted as the 
conductor for the entire song. This was extremely rewarding as recording a 
single take for an entire song like In Heaven is very very tricky. Also the guitar 
was down tuned tuner to A=432Hz. Over it I recorded rhythm electric guitars 
using some pedals like Tremolo, Vibrato, Chorus, Phasor, Distortion, Over 
drive, Reverb & Delay. Then I added other instruments and layers. I spoke with 
other musicians and involved them. Sarthak Raikwar who recorded Bass for 
Tham Jata accepted my request for recording bass guitar over In Heaven too. 
Next I spoke with Shwetang Shankar for programming drums over the 
recorded guitars and instrumentals. We had multiple sessions where we 
explored options and arrived to an arrangement.  

The ‘Sha Rum Tom Tom……’ was recorded very interestingly. Each Word was 
recorded in about 15 voices/takes, pitched up & down. Each words was then 
sampled over and arranged as midi notes. Which was later corrected to 
match the rhythm. Also in the first chorus, Rohan Pathak comes in for 
performing backing vocal. Magical, I call it.   

Shatarchi Hundet particularly liked this song so I decided to hire him as a 
mixing engineer for this song. He agreed and this version would end up in 
the album Anamorph. I also have a version with Saxophone over it performed 
by Evan Jacobson from New York. But more on it later. And another version 
which is completely recorded over a metronome. 

This was the How part. To know What the song signifies and Why I wrote it 
you’ll have to ask me nicely. 😄🙂
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To Listen, Click Below 

LIN

https://linktr.ee/Pratyushhq

